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The BPMDS series has produced 11 workshops from 1998
to 2010. Nine of these workshops were held in conjunction
with CAiSE conferences. From 2011, BPMDS has become
a two-day working conference attached to CAiSE (Confer-
ence on Advanced Information Systems Engineering). The
topics addressed by the BPMDS series are focused on IT sup-
port for business processes. This is one of the keystones of
Information Systems theory. The goals, format, and history
of BPMDS can be found on the Web site http://www.bpmds.
org/

Scope

This theme section follows the 15th edition of the BPMDS
(Business Process Modeling, Development, and Support)
series, organized in conjunction with CAISE’14, which was
held in Thessaloniki, Greece, June 2014. BPMDS’2014
received 48 submissions from 23 countries, and 20 papers
were selected and published in Springer LNBIP 175
volume.

Social production and social interaction becamemore and
more crucial for Business Process Engineering and Manage-
ment [1]. Social production is the creation of artefacts, com-
bining the input from independent and non-predetermined
contributors without predetermining the mechanism by
which this is accomplished [2,3]. Although the success
of social digital environments is rather new, its roots can
be traced to the 1960s and even 1940s [4]. Concepts
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such as Granovetter’s weak ties [5,6] foresaw the power
of social interactions without knowing the possibility of
implementing themusing software systems.The basic advan-
tages of using social digital environments in the engineer-
ing/execution/management of business processes have been
identified in [7]. Key challenges for enabling agile Business
Process Management (BPM) with social software have been
discussed in [8].

The human perspective is of essence since humans drive
business processes rather than computers. This perspec-
tive plays a major role in all phases of BPMDS. The
human perspective in business process modeling relates
to the individual who creates a process model, to the
communication among people that is facilitated by the busi-
ness process model during and after the modeling process,
and to the social process of collaborative modeling. The
human perspective in business process design relates to the
kind of interaction/collaboration/coordination/cooperation
that should be implemented in the business process or
to specific human-related aspects of the business process
itself and their representations in models. Human per-
spective in business process support relates to all social
aspects of the business process and its management in an
organization.

This theme section is targeted at both researchers and prac-
titioners in the information systems community with a focus
on “The Human Perspective in Business Processes.” The six
papers in this theme section reflect this focus. Five of them
are extensively revised and extended versions of research
papers that were initially presented at the BPMDS’2014
working conference and passed again a blind review for
the theme section. Another paper has been selected from
five additional submissions (not presented in BPMDS’2014)
in response to the open call for papers for this theme
section.
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Six selected papers for this theme section

The first paper by C. Crick and E. Chew, “Business processes
in the agile organization: a socio-technical perspective,” takes
a cross-disciplinary view of the ontology of business pro-
cess: how the concept is treated in the information systems
research literature and how related concepts (with stronger
human behavioral orientation) from organization and man-
agement sciences can potentially inform this information
systems perspective. The paper presents a theoretical frame-
work for understanding the role of business processes in
organizational agility that distinguishes between the process-
as-designed and the process-as-practiced. How this practice
aspect of business processes also leads to the improvisation
of various information technology enablers is explored using
a socio-technical lens. The posited theoretical framework is
illustrated and validated with data drawn from an interpre-
tive empirical case study of a large IT services company.
The research suggests that processes within the organization
evolve both by top–down design and by the bottom–up rou-
tinization of practice and that the tension between these is
driven by the need for flexibility.

The second paper by H. A. Reijers, I. Vanderfeesten,
M. Plomp, P. Van Gorp, D. Fahland, W. Van der Crom-
mert, andH.D.DiazGarcia, “Evaluating data-centric process
approaches: Does the human factor factor in?” has been
selected from the five papers of the open call. Authors argue
that addressing design, improvement, management, support,
and execution of business processes, the business process
management (BPM) focuses more on developing modeling
notations and process design approaches than on the needs
and preferences of the individuals who are modeling (busi-
ness actors). They provide a review of existing data-centric
process approaches that have been developed to extend or
counter the overly activity-oriented way of designing and
executing business processes, as activity-oriented process
models had become known for a number of limitations.
Data-centric approaches have certain advantages, varying
from increasing flexibility in process execution and improv-
ing reusability to actually being able to capture processes
where data play a relevant role. Authors empirically evalu-
ate three specific approaches with regard to the claims they
make. The study let them conclude that usability aspects of
process design approaches are crucial and, in the percep-
tion of groups representative for actual users, leave much to
be desired. They conclude that this research can be seen as
a wake-up call for process modeling notation designers to
consider the usability side—and as such, the interest of the
human modeler—more than is currently the case.

The third paper by I. Bider, E. Perjons, M. Elias, and
P. Johannesson,“A Fractal Enterprise Model and its Appli-
cation for Business Development,” suggests a new type of
enterprise models called Fractal Enterprise Models (FEM),

with accompanying methodological support for their design.
FEM shows interconnections between the business processes
in an enterprise by connecting them to the assets they use
and manage. A FEM model is built by using two types of
patterns called archetypes: a process-assets archetype that
connects a process with assets used in it, and an asset-
processes archetype that connects an asset with processes
aimed tomanage this asset. Alternating these patterns creates
a fractal structure that makes relationships between various
parts of the enterprise explicit. FEM can be used for different
purposes, including finding a majority of the processes in an
enterprise and planning business change or radical transfor-
mation. Besides discussing FEM and areas of its usage, the
paper presents results from a completed project in order to
test the practical usefulness of FEM and its related method-
ological support.

The fourth paper by A. Front, D. Rieu, M. Santorum, and
F. Movahedian, “A participative end-user method for multi-
perspective business process elicitation and improvement,”
proposes ISEA, a participative end-user modeling approach
that allows the stakeholders in a business process to collab-
orate together in a simple way to communicate and improve
the business process elicitation in an accurate and under-
standable manner. The approach covers the organizational
perspective of business processes, exploits the information
compiled during the elicitation of the organizational perspec-
tive, and touches lightly an interactional perspective allowing
users to create customized interface sketches to test the user
interface navigability and the coherencewithin the processes.
Authors present ISEA as a participative end-user modeling
approach for business process elicitation and improvement
in order to achieve consensual intermediary products that can
bemapped in standard languages. Each intermediary product
deals with a specific perspective of the business process.

The fifth paper by D. Knuplesch and M. Reichert, “A
visual language for modeling multiple perspectives of busi-
ness process compliance rules,” observes that ensuring the
compliance of their business processes with imposed com-
pliance rules stemming from various sources, e.g., corporate
guidelines, best practices, standards, and laws is a fun-
damental challenge for enterprises. Authors remind that a
compliance rule may refer to multiple process perspectives
including control flow, time, data, resources, and interac-
tionswith business partners. They also recall that compliance
rules (1) should be comprehensible for domain experts who
must define, verify, and apply them, (2) should have a precise
semantics to avoid ambiguities and enable their automated
processing. The paper argues that providing a visual language
is advantageous as it allows hiding formal details and offering
an intuitive way of modeling the compliance rules. How-
ever, existing visual languages for compliance rule modeling
have focused on the control flow perspective, but lack proper
support for the other process perspectives. To remedy this
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drawback, this paper introduces the extended Compliance
Rule Graph language, which enables the visual modeling of
compliance rules with the support of multiple perspectives.

The sixth paper byM. Salnitri, F. Dalpiaz, and P. Giorgini,
“Designing secure business processes with SecBPMN,” dis-
cusses modern information systems which are increasingly
large and consist of an interplay of technical components
and social actors (humans and organizations). The authors
argue that the complexity of these systems and their blend-
ing with society calls for new design techniques, for their
crashes entail severe effects in the broader societal con-
text where the systems operate. They also advocate that
due to the large amount of private and confidential informa-
tion that they manage, their design shall treat information
assurance and security as primary concern from both a
social/organizational and a technical perspective. The paper
presents the limitations of existing approaches and intro-
duces the SecBPMN framework. The proposal includes (1)
the SecBPMN-ml modeling language, a security-oriented
extension of BPMN for specifying composite information
systems; (2) the SecBPMN-Q query language for represent-
ing security policies; and (3) a query engine that enables
checking SecBPMN-Q policies against SecBPMN-ml spec-
ifications.
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